1987 cadillac allante parts

Fabrics: The original Allante top was canvas, usually Sonnendeck canvas also called twillfast.
The three are very difficult to tell apart. They differ primarily in their manufacturing techniques
and the resulting wear ratings. Please also see the remarks under "Headliners:" The price
differences among these Allante tops reflect the wear ratings differences. We are also offering a
Haartz pinpoint vinyl top for the Allante convertible. Escutcheons: The attachment escutcheons
along the frame bows are most often removed from the old top and reused in the new top. We
offer replacement black escutcheons for those whose old ones have been damaged. Also we
can cover escutcheons in the fabric of your choice. Escutcheons are listed under "accessories.
Cables attach the top to the frame along the sides of the frame. Headliner: The headliner we
supply is the black cross hatch 'dobby' weave headliner like the original. It is made with a
reinforced back. The weave of the headliner matches the inner weave of Sonnendeck and
Sonnenland canvas. Stayfast has a plain not 'dobby' weave, as does the pinpoint. Do-It-Yourself
Installation: We have a step by step installation manual for removing and installing the top. This
manual was written by an amateur installer. There is no sewing involved in the installation
which should be within the capabilities of the handy, patient Allante owner. GM issued several
technical service bulletins in this regard. These should still be available from your Cadillac
dealer. These bulletins delineate problems ranging from weatherstrips to frame rattling. Our
tops are manufactured in accordance with original specifications and cannot be expected to
overcome inherent design difficulties inn the frame which have not been corrected or noted. It
would be wise to exercise caution whenever this top is raised or lowered and to "baby it" into
position. They may specify "heaviest weight" or "original replacement" in ways that seem
reassuring. But they do not really tell the whole story. Please bear in mind that two things
dominate, by far, the quality issue: a the manufacturing quality control in the factory that makes
the top and b the care and thoroughness of the installation. There is a trade-off in weight:
heavier is better for resisting tear through, but lighter is better for flexibility and abrasion from
within that may arise from movement. Almost all our tops are a flexible medium density 36 oz.
Heavier is not better in most cases. Where it is, because of the top design, we will say so and
the top will be made of the heavier vinyl. Customers who value originality over cost often pay
top dollar for Sonnenland, just to have that authentic "dobby backing," seen only when you look
up at the roof of your convertible top from inside your car. Sonnenland canvas is a
top-of-the-line material original to various Audi, BMW, and Jaguar convertibles, among others.
Twillfast Canvas is identical to Sonnenland Canvas - elegant and durable - only it's less
expensive. This is a top-notch convertible top material, one we often recommend to savvy
customers who like a good buy and a quality product. Stayfast Canvas is an elegant, durable
canvas original to cars like the Mazda Miata and the Nissan Z. Stayfast is commonly used in
replacement convertible tops. Stayfast canvas has an acrylic square weave facing, a rubber
inner-layer, and a cotton backing. As with other canvases, the rubber core gives the fabric
long-lasting durability. Stayfast canvas is a sleek, beautiful canvas, usually less expensive than
Twillfast, but it does not have the dobby backing offered in Sonnenland and Twillfast
Sonnendeck. Stayfast is a popular upgrade to vinyl convertible tops, and as with any canvas, is
richer looking and has a higher wear rating than convertible tops made of vinyl. Haartz Pinpoint
Vinyl is the most popular fabric. This vinyl design is original to most American cars from the
fifties to the nineties. Pinpoint refers to the little dots or pips that you see if you look closely at
the vinyl surface. European cars, such as the old Beetles and others also used pinpoint vinyl as
the topping fabric. It is structurally wear quality equivalent to the Haartz Pinpoint but has a
different surface grain. The grain was designed to imitate the look of canvas. As you can see
from the scan of this fabric, it is an exceptionally rich looking material. It is sometimes chosen
for replacing convertible tops that originally featured pinpoint vinyl. Cabrio Grain is also
structurally equivalent to the pinpoint. It has a pigskin outer grain vinyl as original to
Volkswagen Cabriolets from onward and to Mazda Miatas and Mercury Capris. This is the
original topping for Porsche Boxster and Cabrio convertible tops. British Bison Vinyl is the
most popular British roadster convertible top material. It is American made Haartz leather grain
vinyl and is an imitation of the British Everflex vinyl top fabric. The British Bison Vinyl
convertible top fabric is often referred to as 'crush grain. This is the original material used on
British convertibles including Jaguar, Rolls Royce and many others. Imported from England,
British Everflex vinyl is a supple vinyl with a rich appearance and is more durable than other
vinyls. A good, less expensive alternative is Colonial grain vinyl. Colonial has the same texture
but is less durable. Trilogy Acoustic Vinyl A heavyweight vinyl that is often used on SUVs like
Jeep, because the two-ply composite has the capacity to reduce noise by about 20 percent
compared to standard vinyls like Sailcloth. The vinyl material is durable, promises long-lasting
wear-and-tear, and resembles the sleek twill cloth commonly found on luxury convertible cars. It
is a great all-purpose canvas and, according to Haartz, is used on 99 percent of convertibles. It

is stronger and more durable than Stayfast Canvas and offers more sound protection. Haartz
rates Twillfast RPC as a mid-level acoustic product, compared to the low-level sound reduction
offered on other top materials like Stayfast Parts in this category Cadillac Allante fit cars for
years: , , , , , and Convertible Top Guys We've been manufacturing convertible top specialty
items for the industry since We offer convertible top packages for almost any domestic or
foreign convertible for which there are replacement tops. Cadillac Allante Key Features:.
Important Information. In Cart! View Cart. Made by Robbins Robbins R. Sonnendeck Twillfast
Convertible Tops With escutcheons and all cables. Cadillac Allante convertible tops and parts in
this category fit model years: , , , , , and Step by step installation manual for Allante top and
headliner. Will be sent, on request, with top order. No Charge! Allante Set of Four Steel
Escutcheons. Plastic pry tool, great for prying fasteners and seals, pushing seals into retainers,
loosening fabric etc. A pair of cables, one on each side, thread through pocketed hems on the
tops sides. The ends of the cables hold the top to the frame. New cables are recommended with
each new top. In some cars there is a rear hold down cable that binds the back of the top to the
body. You can read about cable installation for two part tops in the installation summary link.
Trimmer Contact Cement: 4-Oz. Brush Top Can. Diagnosis includes electrical testing
procedures. Set of 4 New Pointed Pump Grommets. Top Cylinder Mounting Bolt, One. Motor
pump reservoir plug, black rubber. Black "Dobby" Weave Cloth Headliner. Heavy Duty: Rated
for 50 amps. Mount in any under dash hole. Use your original wiring, per included diagram. All
aftermarket Allante tops are "tops only" and are intended to be installed in conjunction with the
existing rear window. Haartz rates Twillfast RPC as a mid-level acoustic product, compared to
the low-level sound reduction offered on other top materials like Stayfast. We offer an industry
leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a
1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties
are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil
pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage
does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or
manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID
pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days
for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core
charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the
shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to
your account and business days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and
cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject
to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping.
No returns without prior authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It
is company policy that we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement
auto part. The original auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The
shipping cost for both the original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the
shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of
the delivery date of the replacement part, the buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the
initial cost of the original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions
about the shipping back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for
Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units
used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be replaced before installation. Common
items that are not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball
joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the
part. If they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The
purchased item may need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match.
Technical Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order
Tracking. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. This is an original used OEM Cooling Fan
Assembly that's guaranteed to fit a Cadillac Allante with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's
specifications. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later
than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. More Details
Less Details. The Cadillac Allantes were luxury two-seaters built to compete with European cars
that were wooing well-heeled American customers. It was new territory for General motors at a
time when the company was dealing with corporate reorganization, product downsizing,
look-alike styling, and uncompetitive quality in the face of strengthening foreign competition. It
was still early in Roger Smith's tenure as chairman and chief executive officer -- which began in
-- when Cadillac decided it needed a top-of-the-line two-seater. It would be a high-tech,
high-style, high-price, but low-volume "halo" car intended to boost the image of a Cadillac line
that was shrinking and becoming less distinctive. Bob Burger, Cadillac's general manager from

to , said he's not even sure whose idea it was. We probably had several meetings at lower levels
to put together a presentation to see if it was feasible and could sell in sufficient quantities to
make money. The result was the Allante, introduced in Ed Anderson was sent along, as far as
he knew, to observe. Two weeks later, they told me I would be the program manager. Second
was the body engineering. Then, in August , we placed the contract to execute the car for
production. We had a lot of things to work out. This was prior to the GM reorganization. It took
several months to come to an agreement on Fisher's involvement, but they knew the legal
ramifications and the testing that had to be done. Mercedes was doing very well. BMW was
getting a real foothold. The Japanese had [luxury] cars that we were starting to hear about. But
we came to the conclusion that we should get serious about a vehicle of this type. One issue
was that this car, internally code-named Callisto, would have the highest electronic content of
any GM vehicle ever built. We finally agreed that they would buy the diagnostic equipment and
send their people over here for training to do those tests. Allante chief engineer Dave Hill -- who
later served as chief engineer and vehicle line executive for the C5 and C6 Chevrolet Corvettes
and Cadillac's current XLR two-seater -- commuted to Italy at least once a month for five years.
He pointed out that all that electronics complexity did not lead to reliability problems. The
Allante became the first GM car with electronics multiplexing, which enabled multiple signals to
be sent serially along one data bus. Another major challenge was the Pininfarina-designed
manual top, which was difficult to operate and, at least at first, not completely weather sealed.
We had a wonderful one-button power top ready for , but the Allante was never to be. On the
positive side, the Allante's dynamic development was outstanding. Fred Wood was our car
development guy and one of my heroes on the program. He added that its initial 4. Almost from
the beginning, Burger believed the two-place Cadillac's styling should be done by a name
European design house -- preferrably Italy's Pininfarina, with which Cadillac had an ongoing
relationship. Famed then and now for designing timelessly gorgeous bodies for Ferraris and
many other notable cars, the firm also was capable of building vehicles in modest quantities.
You could argue that our design people could have done it as well, but we had decided and had
the approvals to take that vehicle to Italy. It was the right thing to do," Burger added. That
decision did not sit well at GM Design. When then-Cadillac Studio Chief Designer Wayne Kady
heard that the division planned to farm out this exciting program to an overseas design house,
he was hurt and angry. Kady's team worked up its own design anyway. I told them it was studio
pride, that we took it upon ourselves to show that we could design a car as well as anybody.
Burger described the day when the Italians brought five renderings to Detroit from which he and
his staff would choose one to pursue. They were pinned on the wall, the most futuristic on the
left, the most conservative on the right. The one in the middle played upon attributes of our
vehicles that were already out there and seemed to fit our needs down the road, and that's the
one we picked. It wasn't a unilateral decision, and I think those who were there would tell you
we chose the right one. They looked at ours next to theirs as a courtesy, but they had made up
their minds. Later in the program, Pininfarina provided interior and exterior styling bucks for
Cadillac to "clinic" at a hotel in Anaheim, Calif. The participants, owners of Porsche , Mercedes,
and Jaguar convertibles -- even some Ferrari owners -- reacted very positively. Pininfarina hired
and trained 25 young men not long out of high school to build the bodies at a new facility it had
built in rural San Giorgio, Italy, some 20 miles from Turin. They eventually put in a robotic
checking device that checked dimensions down to thousands of an inch, which was critically
important. Also, their paint shop was made to European standards. As Buschman pointed out,
the definition of quality had different meanings in Detroit and San Giorgio. If a few things didn't
work, and the doors didn't quite fit, and the paint had a little dirt in it, those things were not too
important to them. Eventually, they totally redid their facilities and put in a new paint shop, but it
was tough at the beginning," he said. At first, all welding in the body shop was done manually.
The last line in the body shop was the metal finish line, where all the major parts were hung by
hand. While one person would hold the door, for example, another would be bolting it on. But all
the metal finishing was done very meticulously. Then they would take a little razor blade and
shave off the head of any defect or piece of dirt, lightly sand it and polish it, and then buff out
the entire car. Eventually, when we got a much more sophisticated paint system, that wasn't
necessary. So they wrapped all the horizontal panels -- the decklid, hood, and hardtops -- in
clear plastic wrap so no dust would get on them. And talk about craftsmanship: In the trim
shop, I have never seen anything to match that in all my days," Buschman explained. They were
as skilled at that as I had ever seen anywhere. While overall body quality was less than desired
at first, it dramatically improved over time. By , the joint product of San Giorgio and the
Hamtramck, Mich. The following year, it topped the list. After each body passed its final
electrical tests, it went onto custom-built racks and was not touched again until it was unloaded
at Hamtramck. The racks were rolled onto trucks for the trip to the Turin airport, where they

went into a dedicated hangar before being loaded into specially equipped Alitalia and Lufthansa
s that jetted them to Detroit. Once there, still in their racks, they were rolled into trucks for the
short run to Hamtramck. A dedicated area had been set aside for Allante assembly at the
Hamtramck plant where higher-volume Cadillacs were built. Before installation, each specially
tuned bhp 4. Following final assembly and testing, which included a water test and a final
careful paint check, each finished Allante was tested for 25 miles on a specially designed
evaluation track adjacent to the plant. It was a perfect system. The only damage was when an
operator dropped a belt buckle on a car. There was never a defect caused by the system itself. It
was called the longest assembly line in the world. Because the name Callisto translated into
unfortunate things in some languages, a name search and an internal contest were held. Allante
emerged as the winner in May Its Pininfarina-built body was galvanized steel and aluminum with
separate subframes to support its Eldorado-derived fully independent strut-type front and rear
suspensions, with a stabilizer bar and coil springs in front and a Corvette-type composite
transverse leaf spring out back. Its steering was power rack and pinion, its brakes four-wheel
power discs with the Bosch III antilock system, and its transmission a viscous-clutch
electronically controlled four-speed automatic. Still, the Allante was forecast to capture 6, to 8,
annual sales, roughly half the U. We wanted people driving Allantes who were opinion leaders
and had high visibility in whatever their work might be. To commemorate its birth, Cadillac
published a limited-edition coffee-table book, Allante: The New Spirit of Cadillac, with text in
four languages. A luxury roadster in the tradition of the great European road cars. Ewing,
started driving one on the internationally popular television series, Dallas. It represents a
refreshing attitude, a renewed willingness to specialize and to appeal to a narrow slice of the
buying public. For , it got a power pull-down for the decklid, no-cost optional analog
instruments, and improved headrests. The following year brought a bhp 4. Together they
improved performance to less than 8. Other new features for included in. Aside from jettisoning
the lift-off metal roof, buyers of this "budget" Allante paid extra if they wanted the LCD
instruments or Pearl White paint. During the year, a power header-latching mechanism was
added to the folding top. For , more suspension and steering refinements and a more powerful
Delco-Bose Gold Series Symphony sound system were found. Nothing much changed for the s,
but they were destined to be short-term cars anyway. That April, a substantially improved
Allante went on sale, the first car with Cadillac's all-new 4. This powertrain could launch the car
from rest to 60 in less than seven seconds. Thanks to its early release, the Allante was around
in time to serve as the pace car for the Indianapolis The best Allante ever, it was finally the
internationally competitive luxury roadster its creators had envisioned. Sadly, it reached that
exalted status six years too late. What few outside GM knew was that this much-improved
Allante arrived long after the painful decision had been made to discontinue it. Should it be
invested in the low-volume Allante, or should we put it to work on higher-volume vehicles in the
Cadillac lineup? That was ultimately where that money went, to the Eldorado, Seville, and De
Ville, where it could have a much greater payback for our customers and stockholders.
Regrettably, it was economics that killed Allante, not the car itself, which reached the point in
where it was absolutely a leader among any vehicles in the world in performance, handling,
image, and presence. In retrospect, it was probably the right decision, but it bothered me -- and
a lot of other key people in the Cadillac family -- a great deal that we had to discontinue it.
Grettenberger explained: "The purpose was to give the Northstar a year in a low-volume vehicle
where we could keep track of every one of them before introducing it It was there as a one-year
test bed with a few thousand owners to make sure everything was right. As it turned out, that
engine was so good, it was almost foolproof. The last Allante built was flown to Turin on July 2,
, and completed at Detroit-Hamtramck 14 days later. With 21, built, assemblies averaged just a
little more than 3, a year throughout the car's lifetime. Buschman describes the day he had to
confirm Allante's cancellation with the dedicated Pininfarina crew: "When I went out to the plant
to meet with the people firsthand, most of them broke down and were crying. That's a moment
you never forget. It gives you some idea of the tremendous importance that this had for those
folks. Disappointed that the design of the halo car was given to Pininfarina, division stylists
went ahe
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ad and worked up a concept of their own. See more classic car pictures. Bob Burger, Cadillac
general manager to , on the Allante. Pininfarina built the Allante body around the underbody and
electrical parts from Detroit. The Cadillac Allante assembly line stretched from America to Italy.
The leather-upholstered seats on the Allante looked cushy enough, but some found them a bit

hard. The 4. The Allante included a lift-off hardtop with a built-in electric rear-window defroster.
The Allante saw a The Allante saw an improvement in sales after a number of significant
technical improvements. Cadillac offered Allante buyers the chance to save with a new
soft-top-only version. Cadillac Allante Discontinued. The Allante production slumped to 2, cars,
even with suspension, steering, and audio system improvements. A more powerful Allante
came out in early and served as the pace car for the Indianapolis Related Content " ". Chevrolet
Chevette. How Chevrolet Works. How a Concours d'Elegance Works.

